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Lets Bands Powerbands TUBE  
 

The powerbands TUBE with non-slip
handles is available in 3 different
resistance levels, for a maximum flexible
workout. Ideal for strengthening and
toning the upper and lower body. This
turns any room - whether on the road or at
home - into the smallest gym in the world.
Ideal for beginners as well as for use in
therapy (physiotherapy, back school).
Ideal for strengthening and toning the
upper and lower body. Guarantees a
versatile, location-independent workout,
according to your individual needs. (Price
from strength light)

 CHF 16.90  
      

      

The powerband TUBE guarantees a versatile, location-independent workout for the whole body and is
suitable for all training levels. The ergonomic non-slip handles promise maximum comfort. For an
extended exercise variety, we recommend the purchase of different resistance levels. This transforms
any room - whether on the road or at home - into the "world's smallest gym".

The tubes are available in three different strengths, so that the workout can be optimally designed and
adapted to individual needs: light (yellow), medium (green) and strong (blue).

The color code (color coding) is analogous to the classic powerbands and thus offers familiar handling
to all users. The bands have a length of 120 cm.

Exclusive 30-day online access: With your purchase you receive an exclusive 30-day access to the Let's
Bands online gym. Here you will find numerous exercises and workouts that support you specifically in
your individual powerbands training. With your handy "gym to go" you can train and access exercises
anywhere and anytime - be it on your smartphone, tablet or laptop. Whether you want to intensify your
usual bodyweight exercises or are looking for an alternative to free weight or machine training.

Topics: Pain reduction, strength gain, balance improvement, endurance improvement, fall prevention,
blood pressure reduction, posture improvement, movement restriction reduction, improved functionality,
improved mobility and flexibility.

ATTENTION: Beware of latex allergies. Our powerbands are not latex free!
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Powerband Tube yellow - light - CHF 16.90
Powerband Tube green - medium - CHF 9.90
Powerband Tube blue - strong - CHF 22.90
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